Here's a story that made the rounds in
N .Y . last summer . You can check for
yourself if its true:
It's about Dave of M .D .C ., which at that
time stood for MILLIONS OF DEAD COPS.
It seems that Dave was visiting the Rat
Cage, a local hardcore store in the East
Village . When he went in, Dave noticed
that the window was boarded up and the
glass on the inside was smashed . He asked
the store's owner (also named Dave) what
happened.
"Well, there is this crazy guy who walks
around here all the time" said Dave Rat
Cage . "One day he just stood outside with
a brick and then threw it through the
window ."
"Shit!" said Dave M .D .C ., "Didn't you call
the cops?"
I hope the story is true, but it really
doesn't matter . I like it anyway . I know
that there's 100's of spike braceletted
"anarchists" who would have done the
same . There's not too many who would say
"Fuck the Pigs" when they are being
chased down the street by a pack of big
guys with knives.
You want to see anarchy in action? Just
walk into the toilet of any punk club.
That's anarchy in action . Okay, sometimes
the police are guilty of abuses . They seem
to particularly pick on West Coast punks.
That only means we need better police--not
that we need no police at all.
I know there are all kinds of sociological
and political reasons for crime . There is a
culture of poverty . There's the frustration
of feeling helpless . These are
understandable . But you can't expect
someone to do a sociological study when a
gun is pointed at his stomach.
People are fucked up, for whatever
reason . Leave them alone and they run
amok . They tear toilets out of bathrooms,
start fights, kill people . You want
anarchy? Try living in New York sometime.
"But punk rock is political" you whine.
Let's see . Here's a brief history:
Although it's hard to date when punk
started, its probably safe ,to say that the
RAMONES were the first modern punk
group, starting in 1975 . They were a
bunch of kids who played fast and loud
and wore torn jeans and black leather
jackets . Other than that, they never put
on airs of being anything other than the
middle-class suburban kids they were.
When Malcolm MacClaren, former manager
of the NEW YORK DOLLS, brought punk
rock to England, he introduced a political
(originally nihilist) aspect to the image.
Other bands representing various political
spectrums then took up the banner and
political punk was born . In England, the
punk followers were generally white kids
with working class or lower middle class
backgrounds . Ther soon developed a split
between the anarcho-nihilist punks (eg,
the SEX PISTOLS), the general left-wing
punks (eg, early CLASH), and the
right-wing punks (eg, the COCKNEY
REBELS) . Of course, the right-wing punks
were the most popular with the working
class white youth of England.
In America, punk rock became political
only in the third generation, ie . . after it

went to England an• returned in an
altered form . None of the original American
punk bands (RAMONES, GERMS, RICHARD
HELL, etc .) were in any way political.
Punk started as a rebellion against
corporate rock, and disco . It was a return
to basics and a return to fun--that's all.
It turned political in America, first in a
stupid attempt to copy the British, and
second when someone wanted to make a
movement again "just like in the sixties".
For the most part, these were people who
were barely alive in the sixties and knew
about it from their high school civics class
and their older brothers who became
executives in large corporations.
Politics, with rare exceptions, in American
punk is a fad . It is as meaningful as MTV.
I've seen punks with the insignia of the
politically pacifist CRASS emblazoned on
the back of their leather jackets, throw
someone from a band they didn't like off
the stage . (Julien NitzberYg, from my
band, ARTLESS, as a matter of fact .)
After he was thrown off, he was promptly
stepped on and kicked in the head.
Here's another story, this one I know is
true:
I was standing on Bleecker Street, waiting
for my driving instructor . Down the street
comes this white guy kicking over garbage
cans and screaming to himself . I try to
move out of his path, but he comes up to
me anyway.
"You got a dollar?" he asks.
"Sorry," I say shrugging my shoulders.
He punches me in the mouth . It takes four
stitches to close the hole my tooth made in
my lip . Oh no . No anarchy for me, thank
you . I've just healed.

Here's a story that made the rounds in
S .F . last summer . You can check for
yourself if it's true (sure):
It's about John Crayfish of Babbling
Doodler, which at that time stood for very
little, as it does now . It seems that John
was visiting the Tool & Die, a local
hardcore venue . When he came out, John
noticed that there were paddywagons all
over the place . He asked a cop what
happened.
"Well Dickwad, there were these kids that
just don't belong here, looking all weird
and disturbing the peace" said the cop.
"We just had to wade in and beat the shit
out of them ."
"Gosh!" said John Crayfish, "Let me
help ." I hope the story is true, but it
really doesn't matter . I like it anyway . I
know that there are 100's of red-blooded
Americans who would have done the same.
There's not too many who would say "Fuck
the Pigs" when they are helping the cops
restore political and moral order to
society.
You want to see conservatism in action?
Just walk into any punk rock gig . That's
status quo in action . Okay, sometimes the
kids are guilty of "thought-crimes" against
the
authorities .
They
seem
to
be
particularly influenced by certain
troublemaking "political" West Coast bands.
But that only means we need less bands
that provoke dangerous ideas--not that we
need no bands at all .

I know there are all sorts of sociological
and political reasons for reactionaries.
There is a culture of greed and mythical
upward mobility . There's a feeling of
helplessness in the face of the "commie
threat" constantly bludgeoned into us by
politicians . These are understandable . You
can't expect someone to a critical thinker
when he's busy feeding his stomach.
People are fucked up, for good reasons.
Leave them alone, and they run amok.
They tear toilets out of bathrooms, start
fights, kill people . You want reactionaries?
Try living in Anytown U .S .A . sometime.
"But punk rock is political" you whine.
Let's see . Here's a brief history:
In America, punk rock became disturbingly
politically progressive after punks, for
some stupid reason, got sick of the
negativity, trendiness, and pop-star
values of some of the original N .Y . bands
(RAMONES, DICTATORS,DEAD BOYS,
etc), and a whole range of progressive
degenerates were born (DILS, AVENGERS,
ZEROS, etc) . Punk rock started as a
politically conservative movement disguised
as "apolitical" (of course, there is no such
thing as apolitical) with a minor
rebelliousness against the major labels who
didn't sign them up fast enough . But
these other bands dared to reject New
York's lead, and foo iTly broadened the
scope of awareness . It turned politically
progressive in the rest of America in an
attempt to break the intentionally limited
boundaries set by those who, because of
some of the failures of the sixties
generation, responded by becoming totally
reactionary . For the most part these were
people who were barely alive in the
sixties, and knew about it only from the
marvelous brainwashing re-write of history
they got in their civics class, or from the
propaganda of cynical defeatists, like
myself, left over from the sixties, now out
to show how foolish rebellion really is.
Although it's hard to date when punk
started, it's probably safe to say that the
RAMONES were the first modern punk
group, starting in 1975 . They were a
bunch of kids who played fast and loud
and wore torn jeans and black leather
jackets . Other than that, they never put
on airs of being anything other than the
co-opted, conservative middle-class
suburban kids they were.
When Malcolm MacClaren, former manager
of the NEW YORK DOLLS, brought punk
rock to England, he introduced a political
(originally nihilist) aspect to the image.
Other bands representing various political
spectrums then took up the banner and
political punk was born . In England, the
punk followers were generally white kids
with working class or lower middle class
backgrounds . There soon developed a split
between the anarcho-nihilist punks (eg,
the SEX PISTOLS), the left-wing punks
(eg, early CLASH), and the right wing
punks (eg, SKREWDRIVER).
Unfortunately, the left-wing punks were
the most popular with the working class
white youth of England.
Political intelligence, with few exceptions
in America, needs to be squelched . It is
as rare as bands like the CRUCIFUCKS
and M .D .C ., but growing . I've seen punks
with the insignia of WHITE FLAG
french-kissing people in bands they didn't
like . They tried doing that to me, and
after I threw them off the stage, I
promptly stepped on and kicked them in
the head, only to find out later they were
really cool conservatives, and I had
mistaken that emblem for the CRASS logo.
Speaking of "anarchy", as I well know,
it's a serious theory that encourages

people to take responsibility for their lives
and actions . Fortunately, not too many
punks know this, and most think it means
allowing chaos to run rampant . I'm not
about to set them straight--he he .
Here's another story, this one I know is
true:
I was standing on Mission St ., waiting for
my chauffeur . Down the street comes this
"White Boy" kicking over garbage cans and
screaming to himself . I try to move out of
his path, but he comes up to me anyway.
"You got a FUCK-UPS EP?" he asks.
"Sorry" I say shrugging my shoulders . He
yelling
punches me
in
the mouth,
something about being a friend of Mykel
Board's . I try to tell him "that's me", but
too late . It takes four stitches to close the
hole my tooth made in my lip . Oh no . No
mindless liberalism for me, thank you . I'm
well-heeled.
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SMILE! BIG BROTHER IS WATCHING YOU
Well, 1984 is finally here and more and
more it seems to be not just in the
temporal sense either . I remember several
years ago after reading George Orwell's
book, I wondered if just by some strange
coincidence, we might acutally find
ourselves suddenly plunged into a "1984"
type of environment in the year 1984.
Later I dismissed the idea as a silly
attribute of my vivid imagination, but now
upon reflecting on it I'm wondering if it
was such a silly thought after all . In fact,
I'm wondering if maybe we haven't actually
been experiencing a subtler, yet
potentially as dangerous form of the mind
numbing type of environment Orwell was
referring to, for several years now . In
any case I certainly don't think that I'm
being paranoid when I say that if it's not
here now in some form or another, then
it's definitely just around the corner.
One of the reasons why I feel this way is
because of oyur passive and accepting
attitude towards the current technological
boom and the effect it's having on our
lives . As time goes on, our society seems
to be increasingly willing to allow
corporations and governments to talk us
into accepting more and more technology
into our lives for "convenience" and
"safety's" sake . Unfortunately one of the
big problems with this trend is that it
makes compiling information on an
individual without his or her consent far
more convenient and safe as well.
The computerized credit card system is a
good 'example of technology being utilized
for "convenience's" sake, that can doublely
serve as a convenient source of information
for the state . Every time a credit card
user makes a purchase, the item purchase,
price of the item, and date and place of
purchase are recorded and stored in a
computer memory bank . Obviously over a
period of time a tremendous amount of
information could be gained from tapping
into this common purchasing system . An
interested party could relatively easily
learn what you've bought, and when and
where , you've bought it for the past
month, year, or maybe even several years
ago.
While we're on the subject of cards, we
should give some thought to the new
library card system . This handy little
computerized time saver records the title
and general subject matter of each book
checked out by the user, and, once again,

files it away in a computer memory bank.
Of course, as with the credit card, it also
records the date and place on/at which the
card was used . More important, however,
is that the information obtainable from this
source can give an interested party a
great deal of insight into an individual's
personal interests and beliefs, by way of
learning what type of literature they read.
With the introduction of pay tv into
mainstream society, the state now has the
ability to scrutinize the type of tv
programs a person has an interest in . By
merely checking the records of a pay tv
company, an interested party could easily
determine what shows a user has selected
for viewing and often they can even tell
whether or not the user is at home
watching them.
In Japan, the government has come up
with a very convenient system for billing
highway users that could also be used
quite effectively to moniter all automobile
users' movements throughout the country.
It's made up of a network of plates
embedded in the road that are placed at
intervals throughout the country's highway
system . These plates are activated
whenever a vehicle passes over them and
take a picture of a small set of
. identification markings on the underside of
the vehicle . The information contained in
the identification markings is then relayed
to a central computer and the owner of the
vehicle is accordingly billed for the
number of plates passed over along a
particular route . Obviously, for anyone
interested in tracing a particular person's
movements in a rural area, this system is
invaluable . It sort of reminds me of the
" Jersey Turnpike ."
A good example of technology being
utilized in the interest of "safety" that
's also subject to misuse by the state, is
the wire tapping of private
communications . This method of gathering
information has become more and more
commonplace over the past few years and
is now routinely used by the state to
further their "criminal" investigations.
Here in Canada in 1982 the police applied
for authorizations to bug over
500
individuals and everyone of them was
granted . New developments in the
technology of bugs over the last few years
has been amazing.
One type of bug recently developed is able
to use the lighting in a room as it's power
source . Another type of bug can be
inserted from the outside of a building,
thereby making an awkward and illegal
entry into the building by the installer
unnecessary . Probably one of the most
impressive new developments in the bug
world is the parabolic microphone, which
can be merely aimed at the building,
vehicle, or persons speaking out in the
the
"target's"
open
to
pick
up
conversation . Certainly intercepting a
person's private communications without
their knowledge is one of the most
effective methods of gathering information
on them . It's the next best thing to
reading their minds, and it can definitely
be one of the best tools of repression.
The state has recently taken a fancy to
closed circuit tv systems and more and
more, we find ourselves being watched . We
see tv cameras at banks, stores, gas
stations, shopping malls, airports, subway
stations, museums, art galleries, and
courthouses . In Australia, they even have
cameras monitering several traffic
intersections . They may not be everywhere
yet, but they're certainly well on the way
to being as commonplace as streetlights in
some areas . The observations made with
these systems are often recorded and kept
on file and could be used by an interested
party for whatever purposes they wished.
Apparently you don't need to move to

Hollywood anymore to be in the movies.
On a more serious note, one of the more
frightening technological systems recently
developed in the name of safety is a new
method of keeping tabs on people out on
parole, currently being utilized in the
U .S . It consists of a plastic ankle bracelet
fitted with a tiny radio transmitter, a
radio receiver, and a computer . The way
it works is the ankle bracelet locked on
the parolees upon their release from prison
continuously transmits a signal to the
receiver which is connected to the
parolee's home phone . Should the parolee
leave the home during a time forbidden by
the parole regulations, the signal will
become too weak for the receiver to pick
up and the computer which constantly
moniters the signal via the phone line will
instantly become aware of the violation and
proceed to make a note of it in it's memory
bank . In my opinion, the introduction of
this system into society is a giant leap
forward for the state towards cold-blooded
and effective population control and should
be a cause for alarm.
Recently in W .Germany another type of
high- tech system came into operation
that's designed specifically for the
collection of information on individuals.
Created alledgedly to combat terrorism, the
"National Identity Card" program relies on
an extensive computer system and a plastic
card which bears the name, number, and
thumb print of the user . Carrying a
national identity card when outside the
home in W .Germany is compulsory, and
changes in the users life, such as a
change in address, purchase of a car, and
aquiring or losing a job, must be
registered immediatly with a representative
of the program . If stopped by police, they
can merely insert the users card into a
mobile scanning terminal linked with the
main computer, and have a current indepth
readout on the users back round on the
spot . Obviously this system would also
make an excellent tool for ruthless state
repression.
Another reason why it seems to me that we
are well on the road to a "1984" type of
environment, is because lately I see an
increasingly blatent aversion to truth and
reality by the state that is also for the
most part being passively accepted by
society . Everyday prime examples of what
Orwell referred to as "double speak" are
popping up all over the place . This
concept of "double speak" involves the
manipulation of language and the distortion
of facts, and serves to delude and
desensitize society.
Here in Canada we have some good
examples of "double speak" . For instance
the law that enables the police to wiretap
an individuals private conversation, often
breaking into their home and disturbing
their personal belongings in the process,
is officially known as the "Privacy Act".
However,the average Canadian no doubt
assumes the Privacy Act is a law
protecting them from invasions of their
privacy . In Vancouver a new jail was
recently built to contain accused persons
awaiting trial . People imprisoned there will
be deprived of the usual things an inmate
must do without, including the ability to
make an adequate defense, and they will
sometimes be kept there for several years.
The
government
named
this
latest
high-tech concrete tomb "Pre-trial
Services", and again the name is obviously
highly misleading and desensitizing.
Just recently we heard the mass media
repeatedly echo the U .S . governments line
that the invasion of Grenada was a
"Rescue Mission", supposedly to evacuate
American citizens in danger and to restore
and maintain democracy . There is still not
a shred of evidence however to show that
any American citizens were in any
particular danger . The fact of the matter

is that the U .S . government merely
utilized the bloody Marxist coup as an
opportunity to set up yet another freindly
puppet regime in their own backyard, so
that now the island's resources and people
can be fully exploited by U .S . business
interests . The media would have us forget
that this same government (for all intents
and purposes) that is supposedly so
concerned about maintaining democracies,
actually heloed initiate and effect the
bloody fascist coup in Chile in 1973 that
brought into power one of the most brutal
and vicious regimes since the Third Reich.
Last but not least, we come to a classic
example of "double speak" that's so blatent
it's almost funny . With multiple nuclear
warheads, all many more times powerful
than the bomb dropped on Hiroshima, and
a highly accurate longrange delivery
system, the MX missile is one of the
deadliest weapons ever created . Ronald
Reagan calls it "(and wants us to call it)
"The Peace keeper".
The examples that I've given of the state's
"machinery", that is, or will inevitably be
used to control and mislead us, really
amount to just the tip of the iceberg . The
same is true in regard to the extent to
which I expounded on the dancer it posee.
As dangerous as this machinery may oe,
as I said before it's ou - attitude towards it
that really concerns me, and it's the very
existence of that attitude that makes me
wonder if we are not already experiencing
a mild form of "1984" . The fact that our
society can passively sit by and watch
(and
in
some
cases
enthusiastically
participate in) the develpoment of
machinery that will help to bring about our
own total oppression , could well mean that
we remember already hopelessly under
control of the state . A state that's learned
that as much can often be gained by
charming and beguiling a population into
submission, as by brutalizing it . To be
totally honest though, I don't think the
situation is hopeless yet . There is still a
chance . Its vitally important that we
remeber that the machinery of the state
can't work without our cooperation . If we
refuse to be part of it and work hard to
expose it right now for what it is, then we
may still be able to one day close forever
the factory that fouls the land, water and
air, and creates such monsterous
machinery . If not, then I'm afraid George
Orwell's warning will have been in vain,
and barring global nuclear war, "1984" will
become a reality.

CONTACTS THROUGH THE MAIL
Hi! Pushead here . Well, I kissed their
stinky feet, and it took me a while to find
the thing to blow, these guys are easily
bribed with records, and I had to buy
them new photos of Stalin, Mao, Marx,
Lenin, and Mussolini (since I squirted pus
all over their prized pictures), but I
finally got my own column! So here I am;
now what did I want to say? I forgot . Had
to do so much to get here, lost my
purpose.
Now, since you can rely on politics from
the rest of the gang, I'm going to venture
into creative forms, a lot of info to help
everyone out . All suggestions or additional
information are welcomed--please send it
off to me . Thanx .

One of the most frequent questions I'm
asked about concerns "contacts thru the
mail" . Everyone is familiar with the postal
system, so now on to how do you write to
someone? A band? A fanzine? A foreign
country? Everyone has, their own method,
so here are a few tips of mine to help out.
A. No matter who you write to, please
make sure you print your address clearly,
both on the envelope, and inside (in case
it gets mangled), especially for first-time
contacts.
B. Whether writing in gratitude or for
information, etc, please include a stamp (if
your own country) . If
writing within
there's a lot of mail for them to answer, it
can really take a bite out of the pocket.
C. What to say or how to get a reply:
some people will write you back
immediately, and some will never write you
at all . If your plans are to communicate
with an individual, you can perhaps tell
something about yourself, your scene,
what made you write, bands you like . This
is a good way to start trading info and
product (records, tapes, zines) . A lot of
people want to trade records . If your in
a band, talk about that, use your
imagination . "Hi, write me" doesn't really
give that person much to say back . If
you're writing to a fanzine, think first.
Not all zines are legitimate (some are just
to get free records and might keep any
money sent them) ; so, if you're not sure,
send a stamp or S .A .S .E . (self addressed
stamped envelope) . Also, do not send
original materials, as they can be copied
without your permission (believe me) . Send
copies . Magazines like Thrasher and MRR
accept material for possible useage .
payment, but they do give it fair space
and they do like to help . If you wish your
material back, include a SASE with the
correct postage . If you're seeking product
or information, please specify what you
want . If it costs, don't send checks - too
many hassles . Money orders are the best
and only way to send money thru the mail.
Now, if it's only a dollar or so, use your
judgement . But if it's more than $10, use
registered mail or something secure . Postal
employees have been known to steal . So if
youlose your money in the mail, expect to
hear "nothing we can do" . Most people you
wil deal with are trustworthy, but
occasionally you'll get a rip-off artist.
Don't give them a chance to steal what's
yours!
D. Bands . So you want to write a band.
Don't hesitate - more than likely, they
love, your feedback . If you wish a reply,
always send stamps or SASE . Getting a
reply depends on what you said and if
they're there . Remember, bands tour . If
you're trying to get a band's product
(tape, record, flyers, stickers), always
specify and ask for prices . For the fanzine
communication, where you send interview
questions for an article, it is best to send
a cops of your fanzine to they can see
what you do . Also, the usual stamps,
SASE . Usually, ask first if you can
interview them and how long it wil take for
them to reply . Your next deadline is
always good to mention . Then, your 2nd
letter, you could send your questions,
once you know everything is o .k . . Now
some bands don't do interviews, and some
don't answer mail at all, so don't be
discouraged . What to say is up to you.
The more informative and creative, the
better! E . The big one : how to write to
foreign countries . Now everything changes
at the postal service for international mail.
First, a j ounce letter will cost
40C-U .S ./28p-U .K ., and an ounce letter
will cost 80C . They can be real picky with
this! Be sure you have "Air Mail/Par
avion" written or stamped on the front of
the envelope . There is an air rate and a
surface rate (surface takes 30-90 days and
might not look too good when it gets

there) . For air mail, there is a printed
matter/small packet rate , which is cheaper
, uses an easy customs sticker, but has a
requirement not to exceed 2 lbs . The price
goes up considerably after 2 lbs and uses
a more complicated customs form . For
letters, postcards and aerogrammes are the
cheapest.
So now you write to someone in another
country . How do you get a reply? You
can't send your country's stamps, or
money that isn't valid there, so what do
you do? Well, there's this slip of paper
called an I .R .C . (International Response
Coupon) that you can send to another
country which they can trade for stamps.
There is a catch to this . On the back of
it, it states that you will get surface mail
stamps . Great . A letter must go airmail
and in the U .S . an IRC costs 65C, and if
you turned around and exchanged it, you
would get 26C worth of stamps . This is
because each country has different
currency rates . So, sending one or two
IRCs usually does the job for someone in
Europe to write back.
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When you write to people in foreign
countries, remember to write especially
clearly, because English is not usually
their first language . Certain daily slang
terms may be difficult for them, and vice
versa . . But write when you can, because
you can make a lot of great friends
through the mail.
F. Tricks of mailing . A lot of kids in
foreign countries soap or wax the stamps,
which can then be washed off and reused,
so send them back to them (kids in other
countries tend to be poorer than
Americans) . Don't put tape over stamps,
cause the P .O . won't process them . Too
obvious . Also, you might get away with
using less postage than necessary (because
of the quantity of mail the P .O . has to
process), but foreign mail is more strict.
G. Finally, I haven't covered everything,
but this should help those who have been
intimidated from undertaking writing . Don't
be afraid to write people ; everyone likes
to be corresponding . gig flyers are very
big in trading in this scene . Now, what I
have done here is assemble some addresses
of people all over the world that would
love to get correspondence ; each has
something interesting about them
(individually, as a band member, fanzine
publisher, radio station DJ, etc) . So give
it a try!! Pushead/ 2713 Kerr/ Boise ID
83705
P .S . My apoligies to anyone I've delayed
mail to recently . Certain schedueles have
made it difficult to get back as quick as
I'd like . If you've written to me and
haven't gotten a response, let me know!
Alasdair/ 12 Clifton st/ Nedlands 6009/
W .A . Australia
Bart Steens(zine)/ jennekensstr 17/ 2840
Haacht/ Belgium
Karna(zine, band) / Rua Principado De
Monaco 68/307/ Rio De Janeiro 20001 Brazil
Doff Hermannstadter(band) / Salzmannstr
53/ 8900 Augsburg/ W Germany
Henk Smit! Middenweg 13b/ 1098 AA
Amsterdam/ Holland

Yrsa(zine, label, band)/ DK Decay/
Tietgens Alle 118/ 5230 Odense M/ denmark
Mick Slaughter(zine) / 16 Cold Blow Cres/
Bexley, Kent/ England DA5 2DS
Hans Burger(zine, radio) / 1 Place Maurice
gillet/ 29200 Brest/ France
Dirk Christoph(zine, band) / Georg Treber
'Str 701/ 6090 Russelsheiml W Germany
Roberto Farano(zine) / tomasuolo/ Casella
Postale 203/ 10100 Tornio Centro/ Italy
Vote Vasko(records) /
Box 69/ 40101
Jyvaskyla 10/ Finland
a
Most of you saw the letter from John
Wendell about my criticism of the long
defunct NY chapter of the BYO (MRR
#11) . It started me on another train of
thought . Today's topic is journalists, and
within this context, I would like to answer
the criticisms.
Before beginning, I would like to point out
that in writing his letter, Mr . Wendel was
making his views public in an intelligent
fashion, and this (unlike so many who
wouldn't submit to such public scrutiny) is
entitled to respect as someone is entitled
to his views, and I do not take it
personally that they disagree with mine.
So long as he respects my right to my
opinion I will do the same . The reader is
always entitled to disagree with me on the
opinions I present, but if you do indeed
disagree, then writing a letter to MRR or
me is a hell of a lot more productive than
deciding I'm an asshole even though you
never met me.
This is a distinct problem that all of us
who write face . Why don't people stop to
think about the complications of writing
publicly? Without trying to pat all writers
on the back, it is clear that in putting
one's opinion constantly before a reading
public, one is taking a big chance.
Whereas in private one can manipulate an
opinion to the individual's tolerance
(including not giving one at all), writing a
column or fanzine exposes you to unheard
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Muckamore/ Co . Antrim/ N Ireland/ BT41
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Maqueda, 13, 6° B/ Madrid 24/ Spain
Patrick Jonsson(label)/ Hogliden 9E/ 59500
Mjolby / Sweden
Gregor Karpov(band)/ Bratov Ucakar 42/
61000 Ljubljana/ Yugoslavia
Arto Nyberg/ Kirkkokatu 16 A2/ 37830
Viiala/ Finland

of levels of abuse from people who think
differently . It is particularly difficult for
those of us, like myself, who write things
that are bound to be unpopular . None of
this is new of course, but all opinion is
offered as material for
Ch--ought, not
guidelines of behavior.
You may think all of this sounds like a
weak charity plea, a limp call for
understanding, but it seems that people's
tendency to take a difference of opinion in
an article in a personal manner is one of
the first mistakes people seem to make.
Would all of us prefer that the only
opinion presented in our media today was
that which conformed to one person's
standard, like Orwell ' s 1984? -L
-ddicrous as
it may seem, I can't he p but notice that
straying from the party line brands one as
a traitor, and though this is consistent
with all bits of life, and all fields of rock
journalism, it is particularly ironic within a
hardcore scene that prides itself on its
ability to think for itself .

Neil Cartwright(radio, zine, vinyl, tapes) /
11 Robson St/ Mt Roskill/ Auckland 4/ New
Zealand
Paul(zine0/ 91 Cluny Gardens/ Edinburgh/
Scotland/ EH10 6BW/UK
Peter Alquist(zine)/ Floravagen 20C/ 773
00 Fagersta/ Sweden
Apocalypse Now(zine/ Parkweg 3/ 4450
Sissach/ Switzerland
Shesk(label) / X-Centric R .A .T .S . / 17 West
End Rd/ Cottingham/ N Humberside/
england/ HU 16 5PL
aSo now to the letter . for the most part, it
simply stated Mr . Wendell's entitled views
on things, but at times it strayed
needlessly into the personal . One of the
most frequent mistakes made by people is
their insistence on using ad homenum
arguements . This means that one attacks a
person rather than the viewpoint you
disagree with, which is of course
pointless . For instance, I was deeply
offended to see this particular quote in
Wendell's letter : "Alexander Hammer was
run by fat 30-year old Heavy Metaloids in
Lacoste shirts" . OK, I think it's obvious
what's offensive about such a statement,
so I won't explain . This quote was used
by Wendell to enforce a point he was
making about Alexander Hammer but it is
totally irrelevant, promotes stereotypes (I
thought the idea was to break them down),
and in the end, discredits his other points
because of its offensive nature.
Then Wendell tries to discredit me as well,
instead of simply stating his disagreement
with my views . I think that before trying
to do that, one should try to insure that
he is clearly informed about the situation.
I am referring to his revelation that I was
"employed as a DJ for Alexander Hammer",
followed by the words "interesting, huh?"
Had he left them out, he would have been
asking a legitimate question that I'm about
to answer . But by tacking on those two
words, he clearly made an attempt to make
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me out as a crook or something . Oh my
yes, the truth has finally been revealed . I
was indeed employed by Hammer as a DJ,
and my fee was $10 a night for about 6
hours work . $1 .66 an hour is not the type
of salary that inspires undue loyalty . And
why didn't I mention that? My name as DJ
was included in the ads for the shows,
and I was very visible in that capacity.
But more to the point, my criticism of the
BYO was not a defense of Alex . Hammer,
and my status as a DJ had nothing to do
with what I wrote then or now.
Furthermore, what is the use of saying "at
least I'm fucking trying ; what the fuck
have you done?" Well, I confess if 7 years
of supporting shows and buying records,
DJing clubs and radio for 5 years, putting
out my own magazine for 4 years, writing
for 4 other mags, and putting up touring
bands is nothing, then I confess I have
done nothing and I'm sorry . So, what does
this have to do with you disagreeing with
my criticism? This is just personal, an
attack on a journalist for no reason aside
from a difference of opinion . Other
interesting moments were "wondering if I
ever listen to the lyrics" . It should be
painfully obvious from the record reviews
in my mag, Big Takeover, that I analyze
lyrics more than most people do.
Also, if one checks my article, one will see
that at no time did I say that the BYO
organization itself was destructive, but
rather that I considered their boycott
destructive . I listed my reasons in a
non-personal, factual manner, and I
believe I deserved the same courtesy in
being criticized back . Wendell's lauding of
the BYO's accomplishments are opinions he
is entitled to . In my article I advanced my
own view that the BYO's lack of business
sense and cohesive organization (and I
must say in my defense that I did attend a
BYO meeting) was a distinct problem, and
that failure to negotiate prior to radical
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action was an intolerable oversight . At the
time of the boycott, A .H . was negotiating
with the club to pay them a sum to shut
the bar so that all-ages could be admitted,
a sum they figured could be made up by
the added attendance . When the boycott
came from the newly formed BYO, it came
without any negotiation with A .H . ((as a
means of getting the all-ages shows they
wanted), and resulted in A .H . having to
pay the club a much higher amount to the
club because of their weakened bargaining
position . So, in accomplishing what they
wanted, the BYO actually sped up the end
of the shows and cut into what the bands
were paid . This is the way I see it at
least.
Enough . It is obvious that my viewpoint is
not necessarily Wendell's, or that of a
good many of you . But alternative
viewpoints are necessary and the so-called
lifeblood of everything we value as rational
human beings . This has been an effort to
help people realise that even the most
controversial viewpoint should be debated
and constructively criticized, instead of
irrelevant personal attacks on those who
hold it . We shun this sort of attitude from
others judging us ( junior high mentality)
and trying to inflict their ideas of living
on us, so alternative viewpoints from
concerned people should always be
welcomed . Which is why I always end this
space with a request for response (MRR or
me at 249 Eldridge St/ Box 14/ NY, NY
10002) and intelligent criticism . But, try
to remember that in responding to
viewpoints made public, that is not easy to
do this, and that viewpoints themselves
are what should be criticized . I thank Mr.
Wendell for his response, and though I
disagreed with a lot of it, and responded
in kind, he gave me his viewpoint to
consider and evaluate, and thus I know he
indeed "did something" . I invite all of you
to do the same .
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We apologise for the delay on mail orders
We were not able to buy T-shirts for the Iasi
couple of months. due to the shortage of
sires We have now alleviated that problem
and we should be bock on schedule with our
orders soon Also, 1 week delivery can only be
applied in the Continental US, because
thals the only place UPS delivers We should
be getting another newsletter out shortly, for
all you people on our mailing list For those
of you who wont to be on our moiling list,
write to usl
Thonx for your suppodl
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